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08.09.2021 · Dancing, art or taking photos? Well, if you want to say you're the best at something, you could use this expression Jiaying and Roy talk about. Transcript · Jiaying Welcome to The English We


23.05.2021 · Another kind of humblebrag is the one where we tell people what a wonderful person we are, without coming right out and saying it. For example, take a look at the following (genuine) tweet: "If

11.01.2021 · "False God," by Lover After years of being dinged for staying apolitical in her art, Swift here takes her first step into the arena, reframing the most recent presidential election through

While the history books are filled with tales of obsessive, visionary geniuses who remade the world in their image with shear, almost irrational force, I've found that history is also made by individuals who fought their egos at every turn, who eschewed the spotlight, and who put their higher goals above their desire for recognition. " from the Prologue Many of us insist
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